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Abstract

Electronic Medical Records (EMRs) have be-
come key components of modern medical care
systems. Despite the merits of EMRs, many
doctors suffer from writing them, which is
time-consuming and tedious. We believe that
automatically converting medical dialogues to
EMRs can greatly reduce the burdens of doc-
tors, and extracting information from medical
dialogues is an essential step. To this end,
we annotate online medical consultation di-
alogues in a window-sliding style, which is
much easier than the sequential labeling an-
notation. We then propose a Medical Infor-
mation Extractor (MIE) towards medical di-
alogues. MIE is able to extract mentioned
symptoms, surgeries, tests, other information
and their corresponding status. To tackle the
particular challenges of the task, MIE uses a
deep matching architecture, taking dialogue
turn-interaction into account. The experimen-
tal results demonstrate MIE is a promising
solution to extract medical information from
doctor-patient dialogues. 1

1 Introduction

With the advancement of the informatization pro-
cess of the medical system, Electronic Medical
Records (EMRs) are required by an increasing
number of hospitals all around the world. Com-
pared with conventional medical records, EMRs
are easy to save and retrieve, which bring consid-
erable convenience for both patients and doctors.
Furthermore, EMRs allow medical researchers to
investigate the implicit contents included, such as
epidemiologic study and patient cohorts finding.

⇤Contribution during internship at Institute of Automation,
Chinese Academy of Sciences.

1Data and codes are available at https://github.
com/nlpir2020/MIE-ACL-2020.

Despite the advantages, most doctors complain that
writing EMRs makes them exhausted (Wachter and
Goldsmith, 2018). According to the study of Sin-
sky et al. (2016), physicians spend nearly two hours
doing administrative work for every hour of face-
time with patients, and the most time-consuming
aspect is inputting EMRs.

We believe that automatically converting doctor-
patient dialogues into EMRs can effectively remove
the heavy burdens of doctors, making them more
deliberate to communicate with their patients. One
straightforward approach is the end-to-end learning,
where more supervised data, i.e., dialogue-EMR
pairs are needed. Unfortunately, such data is hard
to acquire in medical domain due to the privacy
policy. In this paper, We focus on extracting medi-
cal information from dialogues, which we think is
an essential step for EMR generation.

Extracting information from medical dialogues
is an emerging research field, and there are only few
previous attempts. Finley et al. (2018) proposed
an approach that consists of five stages to convert
a clinical conversation to EMRs, but they do not
describe the detail method. Du et al. (2019) also
focused on extracting information from medical
dialogues, and successfully defined a new task of
extracting 186 symptoms and their corresponding
status. The symptoms were relatively comprehen-
sive, but they did not concern other key information
like surgeries or tests. Lin et al. (2019) collected on-
line medical dialogues to perform symptom recog-
nition and symptom inference, i.e., inference the
status of the recognized symptoms. They also used
the sequential labeling method, incorporated global
attention and introduced a static symptom graph.

There are two main distinctive challenges for
tackling doctor-patient dialogues: a) Oral expres-
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Dialogue Window Annotated Labels

Patient: Doctor, could you please tell me is it premature beat?

Doctor: Yes, considering your Electrocardiogram. Do you      

feel palpitation or short of breath?

Patient: No. Can I do radiofrequency ablation?

Doctor: It is worth considering. Any discomfort in chest?

Patient: I always have bouts of pain.

Test: Electrocardiogram (patient-pos)

Symptom: Premature beat (doctor-pos)

Symptom: Cardiopalmus (patient-neg)

Symptom: Dyspnea (patient-neg)

Surgery: Radiofrequency ablation
(doctor-pos)

Symptom: Chest pain (patient-pos)

Figure 1: A typical medical dialogue window and the corresponding annotated labels. “Pos” is short for “positive”
and “neg” is short for “negative”. Text color and label color are aligned for clarity. All the examples in the paper
are translated from Chinese.

sions are much more diverse than general texts.
There are many medical terms in the dialogue, but
many of them are not uttered formally, which will
lead to performance degradation of conventional
Natural Language Processing (NLP) tools. b) Avail-
able information is scattered in various dialogue
turns, thus the interaction between turns should be
also considered. In order to meet these challenges,
we first annotate the dialogues in a window-sliding
style, as illustrated in Figure 1. Then, we propose
MIE, a Medical Information Extractor constructed
on a deep matching model. We believe our annota-
tion method could put up with informal expressions,
and the proposed neural matching model is able to
harness the turn-interactions.

We collect doctor-patient dialogues from a pop-
ular Chinese online medical consultation website,
Chunyu-Doctor 2, where medical dialogues are in
text format. We focus on the cardiology domain,
because there are more inquiries and less tests than
other departments. The annotation method consid-
ers both effectiveness and feasibility. We define
four main categories, including symptoms, tests,
surgeries and other information, and we further
define frequent items in the categories and their
corresponding status at the same time. There are
two merits of our annotation method: a) the anno-
tation is much easier than the sequential labeling
manner and does not need the labelers to be medi-
cal experts; b) we can annotate the circumstances
that a single label is expressed by multiple turns.
We totally annotate 1,120 dialogues with 18,212

2https://www.chunyuyisheng.com

segmented windows and obtain more than 40k la-
bels.

We then develop MIE constructed on a novel
neural matching model. MIE model consists of
four main components, namely encoder module,
matching module, aggregate module and scorer
module. We conduct extensive experiments, and
MIE achieves a overall F-score of 69.28, which
indicates our proposed approach is a promising
solution for the task.

To sum up, the contributions of this paper are as
follows:

• We propose a new dataset, annotating 1,120
doctor-patient dialogues from online consul-
tation medical dialogues with more than 40k
labels. The dataset will help the following
researchers.

• We propose MIE, a medical information ex-
tractor based on a novel deep matching model
that can make use of the interaction between
dialogue turns.

• MIE achieves a promising overall F-score of
69.28, significantly surpassing several com-
petitive baselines.

2 Related Work

Extracting information from medical texts is a long-
term objective for both biomedical and NLP com-
munity. For example, The 2010 i2b2 challenge
provides a popular dataset still used in many recent
researches (Uzuner et al., 2011). Three tasks were
presented: a concept extraction task focused on the
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extraction of medical concepts from patient reports;
an assertion classification task focused on assign-
ing assertion types for medical problem concepts;
a relation classification task focused on assigning
relation types that hold between medical problems,
tests, and treatments.

Extracting medical information from dialogues
just gets started. Finley et al. (2018) proposed a
pipeline method to generate EMRs. The approach
contains five steps: dialogue role labeling, Auto-
matic Speech Recognition (ASR), knowledge ex-
traction, structured data processing and Natural
Language Generation (NLG) (Murty and Kabadi,
1987). The most important part is knowledge ex-
traction, which uses dictionary, regular expression
and other supervised machine learning methods.
However, the detailed explanations are left out,
which make us hard to compare with them.

Du et al. (2019) aimed at generating EMRs by
extracting symptoms and their status. They defined
186 symptoms and three status, i.e., experienced,
not experienced and other. They proposed two
models to tackle the problem. Span-Attribute Tag-
ging Model first predicted the span of a symptom,
and then used the context features to further predict
the symptom name and status. The seq2seq model
took k dialogue turns as input, and then directly
generated the symptom name and status. They col-
lected incredible 90k dialogues and annotated 3k
of them, but the dataset is not public.

The most similar work to ours is (Lin et al.,
2019), which also annotated Chinese online medi-
cal dialogues. Concretely, they annotated 2,067
dialogues with the BIO (begin-in-out) schema.
There are two main components, namely symp-
tom recognition and symptom inference in their
approach. The former utilized both document-level
and corpus-level attention enhanced Conditional
Random Field (CRF) to acquire symptoms. The
letter serves determining the symptom status.

Our work differs from (Du et al., 2019) and (Lin
et al., 2019) mainly in the following two points: a)
we only extract 45 symptom items, but the status
are more detailed, furthermore, we extract surg-
eries, tests and other information; b) we use differ-
ent extracting method. Since the annotation system
is different, our approach does not need the sequen-
tial labeling, which relieves the labeling work.

3 Corpus Description

3.1 Annotation Method

We collect doctor-patient dialogues from a Chi-
nese medical consultation website, Chunyu-Doctor.
The dialogues are already in text format. We se-
lect cardiology topic consultations, since there are
more inquiries, while dialogues of other topics of-
ten depend more on tests. A typical consultation
dialogue is illustrated in Figure 1. The principle
of the annotation is to label useful information as
comprehensive as possible.

A commonly utilized annotation paradigm is se-
quential labeling, where the medical entities are
labeled using BIO tags (Du et al., 2019; Lin et al.,
2019; Collobert et al., 2011; Huang et al., 2015;
Ma and Hovy, 2016). However, such annotation
methods cannot label information that a) expressed
by multiple turns and b) not explicitly or not con-
secutively expressed. Such situations are not rare
in spoken dialogues, as can be seen in Figure 1.

To this end, we use a window-to-information an-
notation method instead of sequential labeling. As
listed in Table 1, we define four main categories,
and for each category, we further define frequent
items. The item quantity of symptom, surgery,
test and other info is 45, 4, 16 and 6, re-
spectively. In medical dialogues, status is quite

Category Item Status

Symptom

Backache
Perspiration
Hiccups
Nausea
Cyanosis
Fever
Fatigue
Abdominal discomfort
...

patient-positive (appear)
patient-negative (absent)
doctor-positive (diagnosed)
doctor-negative (exclude)
unknown

Surgery

Interventional treatment
Radiofrequency ablation
Heart bypass surgery
Stent implantation

patient-positive (done)
patient-negative (not done)
doctor-positive(suggest)
doctor-negative (deprecated)
unknown

Test

B-mode ultrasonography
CT examination
CT angiography
CDFI
Blood pressure measure-
ment
Ultrasonography
MRI
Thyroid function test
Treadmill test
...

patient-positive(done)
patient-negative (not done)
doctor-positive(suggest)
doctor-negative (deprecated)
unknown

Other info

Sleep
Diet
Mental condition
Defecation
Smoking
Drinking

patient-positive (normal)
patient-negative (abnormal)
unknown

Table 1: The detailed annotation labels of the dataset.
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crucial that cannot be ignored. For example, for a
symptom, the status of appearance or absence is op-
posite for a particular diagnose. So it is necessary
to carefully define status for each category. The
status options vary with different categories, but we
use unified labels for clarity. The exact meanings
of the labels are also explained in Table 1.

The goal of annotation is to label all the pre-
defined information mentioned in the current dia-
logue. As the dialogues turn to be too long, it is
difficult for giving accurate labels when finishing
reading them. Thus, we divide the dialogues into
pieces using a sliding window. A window consists
of multiple consecutive turns of the dialogue.

It is worth noting that the window-sliding an-
notations can be converted into dialogue-based
ones like dialogue state tracking task (Mrkšić et al.,
2017), the later annotation state will overwrite the
old one. Here, the sliding window size is set to 5
as Du et al. (2019) did, because this size allows the
included dialogue turns contain proper amount of
information. For windows with less than 5 utter-
ances, we pad them at the beginning with empty
strings. The sliding step is set to 1.

We invite three graduate students to label the di-
alogue windows. The annotators are guided by two
physicians to ensure correctness. The segmented
windows are randomly assigned to the annotators.

In all, we annotate 1,120 dialogues, leading
to 18,212 windows. We divide the data into
train/develop/test sets of size 800/160/160 for di-
alogues and 12,931/2,587/2,694 for windows, re-
spectively. In total, 46,151 labels are annotated, av-
eraging 2.53 labels in each window, 41.21 labels in
each dialogue. Note that about 12.83% of windows
have no gold labels, i.e., there is no pre-defined in-
formation in those windows. The distribution of the
labels is shown in Table 2. The status distribution is
shown in Table 3. The annotation consistency, i.e.,
the cohen’s kappa coefficient (Fleiss and Cohen,
1973) of the labeled data is 0.91, which means our
annotation approach is feasible and easy to follow.

Dialogue Window Symptom Surgery Test Other info
Train 800 12931 21420 839 8879 1363
Dev 160 2587 4254 119 1680 259
Test 160 2694 4878 264 1869 327
Total 1120 18212 30552 1222 12428 1949

Table 2: The detailed annotation statistics of the
dataset.

Patient-pos Patient-neg Doctor-pos Doctor-neg Unknown
Symptom 15119 1782 1655 910 11086
Surgery 169 48 698 10 297

Test 5589 303 4443 44 2049
Other info 550 1399 - - 1505

Table 3: The distribution of status over all labels.

3.2 Evaluation Metrics

We evaluate the extracted medical information re-
sults as ordinary information extraction task does,
i.e., Precision, Recall and F-measure. To further
discover the model behavior, we set up three evalu-
ation metrics from easy to hard. Category perfor-
mance is the most tolerant metric. It merely con-
siders the correctness of the category. Item perfor-
mance examines the correctness of both category
and item, regardless of status. Full performance is
the most strict metric, meaning that category, item
and the corresponding status must be completely
correct.

We will report both window-level and dialogue-
level results.

Window-level: We evaluate the results of each
segmented window, and report the micro-average
of all the test windows. Some windows have no
gold labels, if the prediction on a window with
no gold labels is also empty, it means the model
performs well, so we set the Precision, Recall and
F-measure to 1, otherwise 0.

Dialogue-level: First we merge the results of
the windows that belong to the same dialogue. For
labels that are mutually exclusive, we update the
old labels with the latest ones. Then we evaluate
the results of each dialogue, and finally report the
micro-average of all the test dialogues.

4 Our Approach

In this section, we will elaborate the proposed
MIE model, a novel deep matching neural network
model. Deep matching models are widely used in
multiple natural language processing tasks such as
machine reading comprehension (Seo et al., 2017;
Yu et al.), question answering (Yang et al., 2016)
and dialogue generation (Zhou et al., 2018; Wu
et al., 2017). Compared with classification mod-
els, matching models are able to introduce more
information of the candidate side and promote in-
teraction between both ends.

The architecture of MIE is shown in Figure 2.
There are four main components, namely encoder
module, matching module, aggregate module and
scorer module. The input of MIE is a doctor-patient
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I can't breathe out. It seems that there is phlegm in my throat. 

Has cardiac ultrasound been done?

No, what medicine should I take for myocarditis?

Do you have breathing difficulties and diagnosed myocarditis now?

I have difficulty in breathing occasionally.

Scorer
ModuleCategory Item Status

Symptom Chest Pain Doctor-pos

Test Ultrasonic Patient-neg

Surgery PCI Doctor-pos

... ... ...

Category Encoder

Status Encoder

Candidate Encoder

Matching 
Module

Candidate scores

...

Medical Dialogue

Candidates

𝐻 (1)
𝐻 (1)

𝐻 (2)
𝐻 (2)

...

𝐻 (𝑛)
𝐻 (𝑛)

𝐶 𝑛

𝐶 𝑛

Category Encoder

Status Encoder

Utterance Encoder

Aggregate
Module

𝑞 (1)

...

𝑞 (1)

𝑞 (2)
𝑞 (2)

𝑞 (𝑛)
𝑞 (𝑛)

𝑓(1) 𝑓(2) ... 𝑓(𝑚)

y

Figure 2: The architecture of MIE model.

dialogue window, and the output is the predicted
medical information.

Encoder Module

The encoder is implemented by Bi-LSTM (Hochre-
iter and Schmidhuber, 1997) with self-attention
(Vaswani et al., 2017). Let the input utterance be
X = (x1, x2, ..., xl), the encoder works as follows:

H = BiLSTM(X)

a[j] = WH[j] + b

p = softmax(a)

c =
X

j

p[j]H[j]

(1)

We denote H, c = Encoder(X) for brevity. H
consists contextual representations of every token
in input sequence X , and c is a single vector that
compresses the information of the entire sequence
in a weighted way.

We denote a window with n utterances as
{U [1], ...U [n]}. For a candidate consists of
category, item and status like Symptom:Heart
failure (patient-positive), we split
it to category-item pair Symptom:Heart

failure denoted by V and status
patient-positive denoted by S. To
introduce more oral information, we also add
item-related colloquial expressions collected
during the annotation to the end of V . Having
defined the basic structure of the encoder, we
now build representations for utterances U in the
dialogue window, and the candidate category-item

pair V and its status S:

H
utt
c [i], cuttc [i] = Encoderuttc (U [i])

H
utt
s [i], cutts [i] = Encoderutts (U [i])

H
can
c , c

can
c = Encodercanc (V )

H
can
s , c

can
s = Encodercans (S)

(2)

Where the superscript utt and can represents ut-
terance encoder and candidate encoder respectively,
the subscript c and s represents category encoder
and status encoder respectively, and i 2 [1, n] is
the index of utterance in the dialogue window. All
the candidates will be encoded in this step, but we
only illustrate one in the figure and equations for
brevity. Note that U , V , S is encoded with en-
coders differ from utterance to candidate and from
category to status in order to make each encoder
concentrate on one specific type (category-specific
and status-specific) of information.

Matching Module

In this step, the category-item representation is
treated as a query in attention mechanism to calcu-
late the attention values towards original utterances.
Then we can obtain the category-specific represen-
tation of utterance U [i] as qc[i].

ac[i, j] = c
can
c ·Hutt

c [i, j]

pc[i] = softmax(ac[i])

qc[i] =
X

j

pc[i, j]H
utt
c [i, j]

(3)

Meanwhile, the status representation is treated
as another query to calculate the attention values
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towards original utterances. Then we can obtain
the status-specific representation of utterance U [i]
as qs[i].

as[i, j] = c
can
s ·Hutt

s [i, j]

ps[i] = softmax(as[i])

qs[i] =
X

j

ps[i, j]H
utt
s [i, j]

(4)

Where [i, j] denotes the jth word in the ith
utterance. The goal of this step is to capture
the most relevant information from each utter-
ance given a candidate. For example, if the
category-item pair of the candidate is Symptom:
Heart failure, the model will assign high
attention values to the mentions of heart failure
in utterances. If the status of the candidate is
patient-positive, the attention values of ex-
pressions like “I have”, “I’ve been diagnosed” will
be high. So the matching module is important to
determine the existence of a category-item pair and
status related expressions.

Aggregate Module

The matching module introduced above have cap-
tured the information of the existence of category-
item pairs and status. To know whether a candidate
is expressed in a dialogue window, we need to
obtain the category-item pair information and its
status information together. In particular, we need
to match every category-item representation qc[i]
with qs[i].

Sometimes the category-item pair information
and its status information appear in the same utter-
ance. But sometimes, they will appear in different
utterances. For example, many question-answer
pairs are adjacent utterances. So we need take
the interactions between utterances into account.
Based on this intuition, we define two kinds of
strategies to get two different models.

MIE-single: The first strategy assumes that the
category-item pair information and its status infor-
mation appear in the same utterance. The repre-
sentation of the candidate in the ith utterance is a
simple concatenation of qc[i] and qs[i]:

f [i] = concat(qc[i], qs[i]) (5)

Where f [i] consists information of category-
item pair and its status which can be used to predict
the score of the related candidate. The model only
considers the interaction within a single utterance.

The acquired representations are independent from
each other. This model is called MIE-single.

MIE-multi: The second strategy considers the
interaction between the utterances. To obtain the
related status information of other utterances, we
treat qc[i] as a query to get the attention values
towards the representations of status, i.e., qs. Then
we can obtain the candidate representation of the
utterance:

a[i, k] = qc[i]
T
Wqs[k]

p[i] = softmax(a[i])

eqs[i] =
X

k

p[i, k]qs[k]

f [i] = concat(qc[i], eqs[i])

(6)

Where W is a learned parameter, and eqs is the
new representation of the status, containing the rel-
ative information of other utterances. The utterance
order is an important clue in a dialogue window.
For example, the category-item pair information
can hardly related to status information whose ut-
terance is too far. In order to capture this kind of
information, we also take utterance position into
account. Concretely, we add positional encoding
(Vaswani et al., 2017) to each qc and qs at the be-
ginning. We denote this model as MIE-multi.

The output of the aggregate module contains
the information of a entire candidate, including
category-item and status information.

Scorer Module

The output of the aggregate module is fed into a
scorer module. We use each utterance’s feature f [i]
to score the candidate, as it is already the candidate-
specific representation. The highest score of all the
utterances in the window is the candidate’s final
score:

s
utt[i] = feedforward(f [i])

y = sigmoid(max(sutt[i]))
(7)

Where feedforward is a 4 layer full-connection
neural network.

Learning

The loss function is the cross entropy loss defined
as follows:

L =
1

KL

X

k

X

l

�y
k
l log(bykl )+

(1� y
k
l ) log(1� bykl )

(8)
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The superscript k denote the index of the training
sample, and l is the index of the candidate. K

and L are the number of samples and candidates
respectively. bykl is the true label of the training
sample.

Inference

There could be more than one answer in a dialogue
window. In the inference phase, we reserve all the
candidates whose matching score is higher than
the threshold of 0.5. Since the training process is
performed in the window size, the inference phase
should be the same situation. We also obtain the
dialogue-level results by updating the results of
windows as aforementioned.

5 Experiments

In this section, we will conduct experiments on the
proposed dataset. It is worth to note that we are
not going to compare MIE with (Du et al., 2019)
and (Lin et al., 2019), because a) they all employed
sequential labeling methods, leading to different
evaluation dimensions from ours (theirs are more
strict as they must give the exact symptom positions
in the original utterance), and b) their approaches
were customized for sequential labeling paradigm,
thus cannot be re-implemented in our dataset.

5.1 Implementation

We use pretrained 300-dimensional Skip-Gram
(Mikolov et al., 2013) embeddings to represent
chinese characters. We use Adam (Kingma and Ba,
2015) optimizer. The size of the hidden states of
both feed-forward network and Bi-LSTM is 400.
We apply dropout (Srivastava et al., 2014) with
0.2 drop rate to the output of each module and the
hidden states of feed-forward network for regular-
ization. We adopt early stopping using the F1 score
on the development set.

5.2 Baselines

We compare MIE with several baselines.
1) Plain-Classifier. We develop a basic classifier

model that uses the simplest strategy to accomplish
the task. The input of the model are the utterances
in the window. We concatenate all the utterances
to obtain a long sequence, and encode it using a
Bi-LSTM encoder, then we use self-attention to
represent it as a single vector. Next, the vector is
fed into a feed-forward classifier network. The out-
put labels of the classifier consist of all the possible

candidates. The encoder adopts category-specific
parameters.

2) MIE-Classifier. To develop a more compet-
itive model, we reuse MIE model architecture to
implement an advanced classifier model. The dif-
ference between the classifier model and MIE is
the way of obtaining qc and qs. Instead of match-
ing, the classifier model treats cuttc and c

utt
s directly

as qc and qs respectively. Thanks to the attention
mechanism in the encoder, the classifier model can
also capture the category-item pair information and
the status information to some extent. To further
examine the effect of turn-interaction, we develop
two classifiers as we do in MIE. MIE-Classifier-
single treats each utterance independently, and the
probability score of each utterance is calculated.
The model uses a max-pooling operation to get
the final score. MIE-Classifier-multi considers the
turn-interaction as MIE-multi does.

5.3 Main Results

The experimental results are shown in Table 4.
From the results, we can obtain the following ob-
servations.

1) MIE-multi achieves the best F-score on both
window-level and dialogue-level full evaluation
metric, as we expected. The F-score reaches 66.40
and 69.28, which are considerable results in such
sophisticated medical dialogues.

2) Both of the models using multi-turn interac-
tions perform better than models solely using sin-
gle utterance information, which further indicates
the relations between turns play an important role
in dialogues. The proposed approach can capture
the interaction. As a proof, MIE-multi achieves a
2.01% F-score improvement in dialogue-level full
evaluation.

3) Matching-based methods surpass classifier
models in full evaluation. We think the results
are rational because matching-based methods can
introduce candidate representation. This also moti-
vates us to leverage more background knowledge in
the future. Note that in category and item metrics,
MIE-classifiers are better at times, but they fail to
correctly predict the status information.

4) Both MIE models and MIE-classifier models
overwhelm Plain-Classifier model, which indicates
the MIE architecture is far more effective than the
basic LSTM representation concatenating method.

5) Dialogue-level performance is not always bet-
ter than window-level performance in full evalua-
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Window-level Dialogue-level
Model Category Item Full Category Item Full

P R F1 P R F1 P R F1 P R F1 P R F1 P R F1
Plain-Classifier 67.21 63.78 64.92 60.89 49.20 53.81 53.13 49.46 50.69 93.57 89.49 90.96 83.42 73.76 77.29 61.34 52.65 56.08
MIE-Classifier-single 80.51 76.39 77.53 76.58 64.63 68.30 68.20 61.60 62.87 97.14 91.82 93.23 91.77 75.36 80.96 71.87 56.67 61.78
MIE-Classifier-multi 80.72 77.76 78.33 76.84 68.07 70.35 67.87 64.71 64.57 96.61 92.86 93.45 90.68 82.41 84.65 68.86 62.50 63.99
MIE-single 78.62 73.55 74.92 76.67 65.51 68.88 69.40 64.47 65.18 96.93 90.16 92.01 94.27 79.81 84.72 75.37 63.17 67.27
MIE-multi 80.42 76.23 77.77 77.21 66.04 69.75 70.24 64.96 66.40 98.86 91.52 92.69 95.31 82.53 86.83 76.83 64.07 69.28

Table 4: The experimental results of MIE and other baseline models. Both window-level and dialogue-level metrics
are evaluated.

tion. In our experiment, the classifier-based models
perform better in window-level than dialogue-level
in full evaluation. The possible reason is error ac-
cumulation. When the model predicts results the
current window does not support, the errors will
be accumulated with the processing of the next
window, which will decrease the performance.

5.4 Error Analysis

To further analyze the behavior of MIE-multi, we
print the confusion matrix of category-item predic-
tions, as shown in Figure 3. We denote the matrix
as A, A[i][j] means the frequency of the circum-
stance that the true label is i while MIE-multi gives
the answer j.

Figure 3: Illustration of the confusion matrix of MIE-
multi. Darker color means higher value. The figure in
the axis is the category-item pair index of a total num-
ber of 71. Values of orange blocks are 0.

We study the matrix and find that MIE-
multi failed to predict Symptom:Limited

mobility, Symptom:Nausea, Symptom:

Cardiomyopathy, and Test: Renal

function test, which are emphasized by
orange blocks (A[i][i] = 0) in Figure 3. The

Patient: I have atrial fibrillation, heart failure, anemia and loss my appetite. 
Doctor: Hello! How long did them last? Did you examine blood routine? 
Patient: Yes. 
Doctor: Is there coronary heart disease? 
Patient: No. 

(a) 
 
Patient: I have atrial fibrillation, heart failure, anemia and loss my appetite. 
Doctor: Hello! How long did them last? Did you examine blood routine? 
Patient: Yes. 
Doctor: Is there coronary heart disease? 
Patient: No. 

(b) 
 
Patient: I have atrial fibrillation, heart failure, anemia and loss my appetite. 
Doctor: Hello! How long did them last? Did you examine blood routine? 
Patient: Yes. 
Doctor: Is there coronary heart disease? 
Patient: No. 

(c) 

Figure 4: Case illustration of attentions: a) attention
heat map of category-item pair for each utterance; b)
attention heat map of status for each utterance; c) atten-
tion heat map for the fourth utterance in the window.

possible reason is that they rarely appear in the
training set, with frequency of 0.63%, 2.63%,
2.38% and 1.25%, respectively. The results reveal
that the data sparse and uneven problems are the
bottlenecks of our approach.

5.5 Case Discussion

Attention Visualization

In this part, we will analyze some cases to
verify the effectiveness of the model with
best performance, e.g. MIE-multi. Partic-
ularly, we investigate an example shown in
Figure 4. To determine whether the candi-
date Symptom:Coronary heart disease

(patient-negative) is mentioned in the
window, we should focus on the interaction be-
tween the adjacent pair located in the last of the
window. This adjacent pair is a question-answer
pair, the category-item pair information is in the
question of the doctor while the status information
is in the answer of the patient. In this case, MIE-
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Patient: What is the effect of sinus arrhythmia?
Doctor: Sinus arrhythmia is normal in general. Don't care about it unless you 
feel unwell significantly.
Patient: I'm feeling unwell so much (because of the sinus arrhythmia).

MIE-single symptom:sinus arrhythmia (unknown)

MIE-multi symptom:sinus arrhythmia (patient-positive)

Figure 5: Predictions of MIE-single and MIE-multi.
The gray string is the implicit reason.

single does not predict right result due to its in-
dependence between utterances, while MIE-multi
manages to produce the correct result.

For better understanding, we utilize visualization
for matching module and aggregate module. Figure
4(a) is the attention heat map when the category-
item pair information vector ccanc matches the ut-
terances category representations H

utt
c . We can

observe that the attention values of the mention of
coronary heart disease are relatively high, which
illustrates that the model can capture the correct
category-item pair information in the window.

Figure 4(b) is the attention heat map when the
status information c

can
s matches the utterances sta-

tus representation H
utt
s . The attention values of

the expressions related to status such as “Yes” and
“No” are high, and the expression “No” is even
higher. So MIE-multi can also capture the status
information in the window.

We also visualize the interaction between the
fourth utterance and the other utterances. In Figure
4(c), the score of the fifth utterance is the highest,
which is in line with the fact that the fifth utter-
ance is the most relevant utterance in the window.
In this way the model successfully obtains the re-
lated status information for the category-item pair
information in the window.

In a nutshell, MIE-multi can properly capture
the category-item pair and status information.

The Effectiveness of Turn Interaction

We demostrate a case in Figure 5 that can
explicitly show the need for turn interaction, where
MIE-multi shows its advancement. In this case,
the label Symptom:Sinus arrhythmia

(patient-positive) requires turn inter-
action information. Specifically, in the third
utterance, the patient omits the reason that makes
him sick. However, under the complete context, we
can infer the reason is the sinus arrhythmia, since
the patient consulted the doctor at the beginning

of the window. The model need to consider the
interaction between different utterances to get
the conclusion. Interaction-agnostic model like
MIE-single makes prediction on single utterance,
and then sums them up to get the final conclusion.
Consequently, it fails to handle the case when
the expressions of category-item and status are
separated in different utterances. As a result, MIE-
single only obtains the category-item information
Symptom:Sinus arrhythmia, but the status
prediction is incorrect. In contrast, MIE-multi is
able to capture the interaction between different
utterances and predicts the label successfully.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we first describe a new constructed
corpus for the medical information extraction task,
including the annotation methods and the evalua-
tion metrics. Then we propose MIE, a deep neural
matching model tailored for the task. MIE is able
to capture the interaction information between the
dialogue turns. To show the advantage of MIE, we
develop several competitive baselines for compar-
ison. The experimental results indicate that MIE
is a promising solution for medical information
extraction towards medical dialogues.

In the future, we should further leverage the in-
ternal relations in the candidate end, and try to
introduce rich medical background knowledge into
our work.
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